MINUTES OF MEETING LAKES BY THE BAY SOUTH
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Lakes by the Bay South Community Development District was held on Tuesday, July 27, 2021 at 9:30 a.m. at Isles at Bayshore Club, 21864 S.W. 93rd Path, Cutler Bay, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum:

Michele Harris Ana Jo
Dorothy Morales Margaret Coon William Pacetti

Also present were:

Juliana Duque Andressa Navarette Scott Cochran Jennifer Lora
 Chairman Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary (phone) Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary


District Manager GMS
District Counsel
First Service Residential


Se_gment I:

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll	Call	and	Pledge	of
Allegiance
Ms. Duque called the meeting to order and called the roll and led the Pledge of Allegiance.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes of the
June 22, 2021 Meeting
Ms. Duque: The next item is the approval of the minutes of the June 22, 2021 meeting. This is the moment to present any additions, corrections, or deletions. If there are none, a motion to approve them will take place.
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On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, the Minutes of the June 22, 2021 meeting were approved.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public	Hearing	to	Adopt	the
Fiscal Year 2022 Budget
	Motion to Open the Public Hearing

Ms. Duque: The next item is our public hearing to adopt the fiscal year 2022 budget. I would ask for a motion from the Board to open the public hearing to adopt the budget.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, the public hearing was opened.


	Public Comment and Discussion

Ms. Duque: The Board for the record of todays meeting, the proposed budget was presented to our Board of Supervisors and we have had a couple of meetings between proposing the budget and today, to be able to bring any questions or discussions. On the side of the public for the record of today's meeting, I would mention that there is no public present so there are no public comments. Is there any additional discussion from the Board? Not hearing any let's move forward to our next item.

	Consideration of Resolution #2021-06 Annual Appropriation Resolution

Ms. Duque: The consideration of Resolution #2021-06 which is the annual appropriation resolution. This resolution takes the proposed budget and makes it the District's adopted budget. Motion to approve Resolution #2021-06 will take place.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, Resolution #2021-06 Annual Appropriation Resolution was approved.


	Consideration of Resolution #2021-07 Levy of Non-Ad Valorem Assessments Ms. Duque: The next item we have is the consideration of Resolution #2021-07.

This resolution allows the District to levy the Non-Ad Valorem Maintenance Assessments for the general fund and adopt the assessment roll of the Lakes by the Bay South Community Development District for the fiscal year 2022. The District has certain
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improvement costs associated with the operation and maintenance of those improvements. The total of the general fund assessment for the fiscal year 2022, you will be able to see it on your Resolution #2021-07 which is in the amount of $1,538,013.20 which is levied on 2,295 units within the District. A collection of those Non-Ad Valorem Assessments is done by the Tax Collector at the office of Miami-Dade County. The portion of the assessment imposed within the District is shown on the exhibit attached on your resolution as well. In simple words, what this resolution does is that it allows the District to levy the assessment on the Miami-Dade County tax bill. With this being said, a motion to approve Resolution #2021-07 will take place.
On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Harris with all in favor, Resolution #2021-07 Levy of Non-Ad Valorem Assessments was approved.


	Motion to Close the Public Hearing

Ms. Duque: The next item is a motion to close the public hearing.
On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, the public hearing was closed.



FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	Attorney - Discussion of Memorandum on 2021 Legislative Update Ms. Duque: Staff reports, Attorney.

Mr. Cochran: Good morning everybody. As we do every year, we present our legislative update which has a summary of some of the new laws from the past legislative session that effects Special Districts including Community Development Districts like this one. There is a lot of different ones that are in the memo that is in your packet. If any of you have questions about specific ones beyond what I am going to say, you can always ask our office. We can also provide you with copies of the laws themselves if you are really that interested in it. It gets to be a little tedious.  I am just going to highlight a few of them that might be particularly relevant. One of the laws modifies the criteria's newspapers use to publish notices, like when we advertise notices of our hearings and things like that. They are making available an option starting next year January of 2022 to use internet only publication, but there is a lot of criteria that you have to meet to do

that. I am sure we will be talking with management to see if that is something that would make sense to do or not.  It is going to be an option in the future, again, it is just whether it makes sense in light of all the criteria that you have to do to do that. One of the other items was something that was passed back in March which relates to Covid related claims. Basically, for anyone that is suing a local government body like a COD, there is a heightened standard of proof, clear and convincing evidence as opposed to the normal 51% standard. Even before they file the suit, they have to provide an affidavit from a physician that basically says that whatever the entity did or didn't do caused the Covid related injuries. In addition to that, even if they get to that point the court can make a determination that as long as the government body followed the guidance provided by governments and health authorities in a good faith effort to comply with those things, then they are immune from the suit. What it really does is it creates a very high bar to assert those kinds of claims against the government body and gives a lot of protection to the District. Then a couple more that I want to highlight real quick. One basically requires government bodies that provide wastewater management systems and stormwater management systems to prepare an easement analysis that has certain elements to it by basically mid 2022, and then every five years thereafter. Then you have to provide a long term one, so again, that's something that as time goes on, we will be working with management to see if that is something that applies to you and how we comply with it. Then finally, since some Boards are curious about drones, I don't know if this Board has ever been curious about drones, but generally drones are prohibited for using for surveillance by government entities, but there are some exceptions to that. They now have added an exception where if you are using it to assess damage following a natural disaster like a hurricane or flood or something like that, as long as you are using a drone that is on the approved list of drones, you can use them for that purpose. Just something kind of interesting there, but like I said, that is just a handful of them. There is many more that are highlighted. If you all have any questions about them, feel free to let us know. We do monitor those kinds of things as they go on so we can stay abreast and keep you all informed about it. Other than that, that is the only thing I have specifically to report unless any of the Supervisors have any questions.
Ms. Harris: Did we all turn in our forms?
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Ms. Duque: Yes. Unless there are any questions, let's move forward to the engineer's report.
	Engineer- Discussion of Annual Report

Ms. Duque:   We have received our annual report from our engineer.   Juan Alvarez is our District Engineer. The purpose of this report, the District has complied with all necessary maintenance or repair programs within our District. There are no further considerations or none of the necessary improvements on the side of the District Engineer. Once again, I just want to remind the Board of Supervisors that he worked very close with us on our pool project. He has our District in very good standings.
	Club Manager - Monthly Report

Ms. Lora: We planned all of our arts and crafts all the way to December 2021. got a bunch of really nice emails yesterday from our residents regarding our arts and crafts program. They are really happy with it. Our pool party is going to be on the 7th. Totes are going to be given to each of our families that are coming.	I made them personally. Ms. Lora was inaudible at this time. People who have reserved for the party which is a total of I believe 38 or 39 families that are coming. The party is going to be from 12:00 to 3:00. I do want to close the pool that morning because it will be hard to get people out of the pool and get prepared. We will open the pool to the general public again at 3:00, but the gym will reman accessible. You have an estimate attached to your report for the events for the last quarter.	We will do our famous Haunted House that we have been trying to have for two years. Our tree lighting ceremony and the holiday party, the dates were already set by Recrea so that they make sure they have everything ready for us. The total of the three events will be $8,860. The lighting ceremony will be November 20 which will be right before Thanksgiving. The Haunted House on October 29 because a lot of people like to Trick or Treat with their families. Our Holiday party will be on December 11.
Ms. Harris: The only thing that concerns a bit was with the raging new variant and the Haunted House. Would we be able to do that safely?
Ms. Lora: We would have to monitor it. I spoke to Lee from Recrea, and he said if anything happens or changes, then we just won't have the event and we will skip it and not pay that particular event.
Ms. Harris: Ok so it is concealable.
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Ms. Jo: Going back to the pool, how many people signed up for the pool? Ms. Lora: 176.
Ms. Jo: Ok.
Ms. Harris: Are you thinking about if people show up at the last minute?
Ms. Lora: I prefer not to because it is going to be hard to control. That is why we will be giving out the credentials beforehand.
Ms. Harris: Does she need to have a vote from us to say the pool will be closed in the morning? Do we need to ok that?
Ms. Duque: It is for when Jen?
Ms. Lora: The day of the pool party. We want to suspend the pool until 4:00 p.m.?
Ms. Duque: We do need a motion. We need the Board of Supervisors to give that direction.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, direction to the Clubhouse manager that the pool will be closed on August 7 due to the pool party until 4:00 p.m. was approved.
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Ms. Lora: The gym will be open while the party is on. If you have any questions regarding the estimate for the Recrea events for the last quarter of the year, just let me know. Santa Claus will be here for the three hours since that is one of our more popular items.
Ms. Harris: Are we going to have it at that one, or do you want to do the parade again?
Ms. Lora: For now we will keep in person, and we can always change it if need be.
Do we need to make a motion to approve the estimate?
Ms. Duque: How much is the amount, Jen? Ms. Lora: $8,860 for all three.

On MOTION by Ms. Coon seconded by Ms. Harris with all in favor, the proposal from Recrea Group in the amount of
$8,860 for the three last quarter events was approved.
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Ms. Lora: We changed the signs for the pool bathrooms, the restroom sign on the kiddie pool and the caution sign at the gate entrance. McGrath Pools provided us an estimate to replace the 27 cracked tiles that were not included in the pool renovation project. That was never approved because it was part of the repairs and maintenance. This is the tile that they will be using. It is the closest to what we have. It will fade with time. We opened the pool on the 20th. During the past month we had 6,959 people come and use our pool and gym. Ms. Lora was inaudible at this time. With the new rules, the only sticking points that we have had is trying to educate the residents. They are saying that they can have food at the pool. That is the latest sticking point right now.
Ms. Harris: They are allowed to bring small snacks. They are not allowed to bring in their Ms. Harris was inaudible at this time and deliveries and that was strictly because we were having a rat infestation problem because people were not cleaning up after themselves. We are sorry.
Ms. Lora: We were finding large amounts of debris and garbage in between the plants behind the pool and that contributed to the issue. We have issued a total of 12 guest passes. Of these 12, four of the units have decided to use the 30 days that they are allowed for the rest of the year. Our camera installation project is ongoing. The parking lot is almost complete. Once they program everything in the parking lot, they are going to start working on the ones in the gym. The floor installation began on July 1. As you can see it is almost in its final phases. We are just missing installation on the baseboard and little details here and there. Alex from FCC is going to repaint them for us because when you take them off, and we took them off a few times, when we did the painting and then twice for the floor, so they need to be sanded and painted.
Ms. Harris: I want to say one thing, it was a huge amount of money, but it is a very good thing we did it. When the floors were lifted, I can't even tell you the amount of problems there were. I took pictures on my phone. He used the wrong leveling, he used a regular cement which mainly had sand in it. It bubbled and everything else so all of that had to be chipped away. When I saw it, I couldn't believe it. It wasn't level, it was horrible. You could see it when the floors were up. You could see the mess he made with the concrete. The one thing I have learned over time is you can't have all different types of flooring in one room. It either has to be all cement, all carpet, but you can't have carpet,
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tile and he left the tile in one little piece of the room by where the closest is over there. It was not leveled. It was never going to lay flat. It all had to be drilled up, even the cement had to be drilled up and taken away with a jackhammer. The proper leveling compound was used. He did not put anything down inbetween. You can lay this over surface and all tile, but it obviously, where the grooves are in the joints of the tile, where the grout goes, that has to be smoothed up or it is never going to be level. We all know that. He didn't.
Ms. Lora: Some of the tiles were thicker in some areas then others so they really needed to be removed.
Ms. Duque: Michele, the pad that was used. Ms. Harris: The pad?
Ms. Duque: Yes.
The conversation was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Harris: Nothing was done right on this flooring project originally. Nothing. Had we not ripped it up we would have had nothing but trouble. If you have walked in any of the rooms this morning when you came in, and even just see it, you can see it is all smooth and level. It was a lot of money. It was well done. I have talked to Juliana and says she has to talk to counsel because I know legally nothing we can do.
Ms. Duque: Not that we can't do, just remember we talked about this a couple of meetings to how far do you want to go, and how much that is going to cost to the District in additional legal costs?
Ms. Harris: If we win, then doesn't he have to pay our costs? I had asked Juliana and maybe Scott can say something. Every contractor is licensed by the State of Florida and every consumer can log a complaint against that contractor. I think that is the least we can do is log a complaint against Ortiz Construction because this cost a lot of money. We can just save one other person, or one other organization, or one other anything from having to go through what we went through, I think it is worth it. It was worse than anything I suspected. I mean Juliana walked it, I walked it, did you see it?  I mean I didn't expect it to be as bad as it was. I remember when they pulled the floors up at my house, and I saw the way the concrete that they had to level, that is what that looked like, and it was

supposedly leveled. It was like no, absolutely not. I don't know if anybody else has any questions or anything to say.
Ms. Lora: These are a bunch of different pictures. Ms. Duque: Jen, when are they finalizing?
Ms. Lora: Today or tomorrow. He special ordered some baseboards for us for the new room, but he is not going to charge us for them because when he took them off, they were a bad quality, so they were warped. That is what he received yesterday; they should be finishing with it today.
Ms. Jo: Did we incur any extra expense?
Ms. Lora: The only thing he had to do was use the leveling funds that were set aside that we were hoping we didn't have to, but there weren't any extra expenses.
The conversation was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Jo: Can I ask Jennifer because I do remember you mentioning once that I spoke to Eduardo that we had some water in that room, was that corrected?
Ms. Lora: There was humidity between the layers, and they corrected it. They put epoxy in it so it should be ok.
Ms. Harris: He originally came in thinking that he was going to show us a job done right, and it was going to be done in five days. I laughed at the time because I knew then he lifted the flooring. Is that the old flooring there?
Ms. Lora: That is what is left of new flooring.
Ms. Harris: So we will be able to buy the old flooring?
Ms. Lora: The old flooring, when they lifted it and if you can see it, the parts where is goes together, since it was so bubbled, most of them snapped and broke and it wouldn't fit together so he said it wasn't even worth saving any of it.
Ms. Duque: So this is what is left for the old one. He was not able to save anything that he removed?
Ms. Lora: They tried
Ms. Duque: Is there anything that he can get us?
Ms. Lora: I don't know if he ordered extra and if he is going to leave us this. If he is going to leave us this, I will have to see if we can put in the shed. I have to talk to him

tomorrow. The floor in the gym is lifting a little bit, it is old. We could save it and leave it for the gym later on.
Ms. Harris: This way the gym will match. I was just going to ask that question. Should at this point if we have all that, should we add it and make the gym all match and be level?
Ms. Lora: When we meet tomorrow, that is one of the things to ask him. Remember for the gym we have to have the rubber padding for where the weights are and then the other half, we have the flooring. There should be enough, but tomorrow we will discuss it with him and see what he says.
Ms. Jo: At least ask him if that is the right type of flooring to have for the gym use. That is the most important thing because in this case yes, it is matching, but if it is not the proper floor.
Ms. Lora: I will ask.
Ms. Harris: At that point, if we are going to go through with it, look at redoing the gym and leasing the gym equipment like we had talked about before. That would be a good time to get rid of this.
Ms. Duque: Makes sense.
Ms. Harris: Anybody have any thoughts on my idea of reporting to the State? Ms. Duque: Any other questions?
Ms. Jo: Michele, I want to thank you for the effort of your time for the supervision of this floor project because based on what we have heard so far, it was a tough one and I really thank you for your time.
Ms. Harris: And Jen and Juliana. What does everybody think? Does it look good?
Ms. Jo: It looks great. It is 180% difference from what we used to have. The color is nice.
Ms. Lora was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Harris: I really do like it.
	Gate Updates

Ms. Lora: We have had some issues with the arms and the operators with the gates, but it was the timing with Envera, and the sensors and they fixed them. We had a trespassing incident on July 5. There were some juveniles that came into the gym, and
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they were wet. They were escorted out of the gym and then they went into the pool. They went into the men's bathroom, and they tripped our fire alarms, so we had the Fire Department come out to check that everything was ok. The kids then proceeded to jump the fence on the side. For the most part, everything else has been ok. Does anybody have any questions or anything for me?
Ms. Harris: Did they ever compliment on how beautiful the pool looks. The pool looks really, really nice.
Ms. Lora: We only had two complaints because remember we couldn't vacuum so
there was a little bit of debris around the drain, but we explained that as people asked.
Ms. Jo: They are vacuuming now. Ms. Lora: It has been less.
Ms. Jo: One day I used the pool, and I was like, let me go check it out. Why is it
kind of dirty and it was the sand.
Ms. Harris: Thank you again because the pool does look really good. Ms. Lora: That is all for me unless anybody has any questions.
	Field Manager - Monthly Report

Ms. Navarette: Good morning. There is a list of items I want to point out. We checked with Tony about some suckers that we saw on the inspection after the rain. It was pretty minimal. One thing that I want to point out is our miscellaneous, people were really in need of dog bags like you see in the picture, they took like 50 at a time. Also people have been throwing their debris on COD property. One of them was a resident of 8912 SW 226 St. They dumped the debris there. Tony's porter, they don't have the authority to retrieve that, they have to have a license, so it was pointed out to Jen and Juliana. Then they picked up the next day, they took off from there.
Ms. Duque: We sent an email to the property manager, so the property manager
took care of it and said it shouldn't happen again. Just for the Board of Supervisors, both of those situations have been taken place at the Cove HOA. There is currently another, and I don't know if it is, if you go to the Cove HOA, those townhomes, the backyard faces the main road. In front of them they don't have too much space. You have the vehicles parked there so I don't know when they have all that debris, they don't take it outside, they take it to the backyard of the property. Right now there is like couches, there is a lot

of other things. already sent an email to Michele about that as well, the property manager, and they will take care of the letter. They will send a letter to the resident as well.
Ms. Navarette: I would ask her to contact the Cove HOA and maybe put an email blast out because maybe they are putting this Ms. Navarette was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Jo: I just want to let you know that the dumping this time took place Sunday morning between 8:30 and 10:00 a.m. because I noticed, because we were out there. Since yesterday morning I already requested Michele our manager from the Cove to call the resident. She hasn't given an answer yet as to what was the outcome, but yes, since yesterday morning, I already directed her to please contact the resident. There is no excuse for doing that. It is terrible. No words to explain that. Once I know what the outcome was if she was able to reach out to the resident, I will let you know.
Ms. Navarette: Thank you so much.
Ms. Harris: I will also tell you that Michele has sent blast emails to the residents of the Cove because I am one of them. The last one she did send out a blast email that said don't do it.
Ms. Jo: I don't know what else we can do besides the blasting of emails. Ms. Harris: Can the COD fine them?
Ms. Jo: The thing is, how do we know they are the culprit, and besides they are going to say that is not my garbage unless we have something that says yes, it is theirs.
Ms. Duque: We cannot fine them.
Ms. Harris: Do we need more cameras? I know how they are doing it; we do have a space because I live back there and so does Maggie where there is a space that you can take it out. My guess is, and I think Maggie would agree, that it would be a lot of work for someone like to me because you would have to drag it around the hedge and everything, so it has to be the person who is right there.
Ms. Duque: Correct me if I am wrong, but District has always managed this type of situation, we could call Code Enforcement, but I don't think that is the position that you guys, the Board of Supervisors has always had with your community. I understand there is very difficult people, but you have always tried to do what is best for the community. We will send a letter again. If we see that this stuff happens and is taking effect more
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often, we have seen a BBQ and a BBQ there, but it has never been like those two cases. I can say that because I have been working with the District for a long time. I really don't know what happened. For the last resident, she replied to the email that Michele sent, I was copied on it, and she said that she called, and they told her to take all the debris to the main road, so I think she thought the main road was the back, not the front. I think there is something that may have played a role there, I don't know. Nevertheless, I think let's just approach it in the way the Board of Supervisors have always done it and then we will go from there.
Ms. Jo: In less than a month, two cases.
Ms. Harris: Can we get a hold of the President and Vice President of the Cove?
Ms. Duque was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Harris: I will say this the same number of residents that show up to those
meetings.
Ms. Navarette: The only other thing is the porter was changed.	His name is Ricardo. That is it for the field. The lake report is also good. That is it for me.
Ms. Duque: Thank you so much Andy for that report.
	COD Manager
	Consideration of Proposed Fiscal Year 2022 Meeting Schedule
	Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report from the Commission on Ethics and Reminder to File Annual Form - everyone has filed

Ms. Duque: The next item that we have is the consideration of the proposed fiscal year 2022 meeting schedule. For the purpose of today's meeting, the District will hold their meeting for the fiscal year 2022 at 9:00 a.m. at the Isles of Bayshore Clubhouse, 21864 SW 93rd Path, Cutler Bay, Florida on the fourth Tuesday of each month. The agenda shows those dates for your information.   There is one exception for December 21 it should be on the 28th but due the time we moved it to December 21 a week earlier.
Ms. Harris: It should be 9:30 a.m.
Ms. Duque: Sorry. 9:30 a.m. thank you. If there are no questions about it, a motion to approve it will take place.
Ms. Harris: Is the one for Thanksgiving ok because I know last year, we had a
problem with Thanksgiving?
Ms. Duque: We are good there unless you want to move it, but it is before.
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On MOTION by Ms. Coon seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, the fiscal year 2022 meeting schedule was approved.
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Ms. Duque: The next item is discussion of the financial disclosure report for the Commission on Ethics and reminder to file the annual form. Everyone has filed. Congratulations. Let's then move forward to our workshop section.

SEGMENT II - Workshop Section Discussion of:
(At this point the Board of Supervisors went into a workshop section to discuss the following Items. No actions were taken.)
	Discussion of Isles of Bayshore & Clubhouse - Holiday Penguin Quote
	Clubhouse Facility Rental Agreement/Rules and Regulations
	Envera Updates
	Gates -  Flexible Delineators
	Drainage System - Catch Basins
	Outdoor Gym Equipment Repairs Update


SEGMENT Ill:
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Authorization	or
Requiring		Board Items	Discussed Workshop
 
Approvals Action	for
During
Ms. Duque: We are back on Segment Ill and the next item is the authorization or approvals requiring Board action for items discussed during the workshop section. The first item is we presented the Holiday Penguin quote. It was decided by the Board of Supervisors, Ana and myself will get together with COi and make sure that we review the existing contract, but the Board did like the penguin with the bow and the Santa hat. The next item is the Clubhouse rules and regulations as well the gate regulations. As everyone is aware we will have our rule making public hearing in August. No other additional changes were made to those. The next item is the Envera issues and updates. We continue to have a lot of issues with the Envera reports and also the communication with the staff. Jen, please make sure to make the due diligence in terms of how much it will cost the District to transition from Envera to another company and the logistics behind

it so that the Board can make more precise decisions. At this time let's get the gate delineators, so it was said during the workshop section that Alex got the ok from Miami Dade County that he doesn't need any type of permit to install delineators. I strongly suggest that we get that in writing, or something that actually let's us know that they are ok for us to move forward with it. The Board is in favor of it so if we are ok, we are ok to begin. Everything is approved. We don't need to bring it back if we have that information. The next item is drainage system updates. We also provided updates in terms of the benches for our outdoor gym equipment in the park. There is also a proposal presented by FCC Carpentry and General Painting in the amount $3,971.84 and this is to install the aluminum fence with the child safety lock in our jacuzzi. I will need at this moment a motion from the Board to approve a not to exceed $4,000 to install the aluminum fence with the child safety lock similar to the one that we currently have in our kiddie pool.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Mr. Pacetti with all in favor, a not to exceed amount of $4,000 to install the aluminum fence with safety lock with FCC Carpentry and General Painting was approved.


Ms. Duque: The next item is I will need a motion from the Board to terminate the existing agreement for the vending machine with Jamado.
On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, a motion to terminate the existing agreement with Jamado for the vending machine was approved.


Ms. Duque: I will need a motion from the Board to authorize Jen to work with the new vendor for the new vending machine.
On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, a motion authorizing Jennifer Lora to work with the new vendor for the new vending machine was approved.


Ms. Duque: As soon as we receive all the documents from the new company, Jen send it to our attention so that I can work together with Scott and the new vendor as well. The next item that we have is once again we have chickens in our community. We don't know who the owner of those is. I would strongly recommend every single person to call 311 to report those chickens because as of today, we do not have an owner.
Ms. Harris: Can we send an mail blast to everyone reiterating they are not allowed to have chickens?
Ms. Duque: The Master perhaps can assist us sending an email blast. I would ask once again the Master please send an email blast to the community regarding the chickens.
Ms. Jo: Ok.
Ms. Duque: Thank you so much. The next item is the sign for the fire alarm. This is from our District attorney that we need to make sure whatever we post in our signs is according to Florida Statutes. Once you have anything that is part of a Florida ordinance, we need to make sure we cite the ordinance as part of that sign as well. Just a simple sign that tells the community or the members please, do not tamper with it. That is it, we don't have anything else. Let's move forward to financial reports.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Ms. Duque: Financial reports. Tab A is the check run summary and Tab B is the balance sheet and income statement.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, check run summary, balance sheet and income statement    re approved.	 	  _



SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Ms. Duque: Is there any Supervisors requests?
 and
Ms. Jo: Last meeting you discussed the issue of refinancing because of interest
rates.
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Ms. Duque: Good point Ana. Next year will be actually the perfect time to do it. This year is still early. Nevertheless, when we start getting close to November and December, we can start approaching underwriting and start looking into the process. That is something that we indeed are going to do. It is too early right now but yes; we will do it. The next item is audience comments. There is no audience present today. A motion to adjourn will take place.

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment

On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, t e meeting was adjourned.
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